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Triggering Preservation

© 2021 Burr & Forman LLP

• A duty to preserve electronic and paper records generally arises

in an organization whenever litigation or a government

investigation is reasonably anticipated.

• Courts have explained “reasonably anticipated” to be the

moment in which the organization receives a credible threat that

it will become involved in a lawsuit or an investigation or when

“[a] company ‘knows or reasonably should know’ an opposing

party will likely request information in “reasonably foreseeable

litigation.”
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The Process

•Once the duty to preserve has been

triggered, an organization must:

• Suspend routine document

destruction to prevent the loss of

information relevant to the

proceeding investigation

• Issue a litigation hold to its

employees advising them of their

duty to preserve documents

(including ESI) and other relevant

materials.

© 2021 Burr & Forman LLP
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A litigation hold is an instruction directing employees to refrain  

from destroying or modifying information (both paper and  

electronic) that may be relevant to the subject matter of pending or 

anticipated litigation.

© 2021 Burr & Forman LLP

Litigation Holds
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How should you respond to a Liti ation Hold 

Letter from an adversary?

© 2021 Burr & Forman LLP
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Privilege Status

© 2021 Burr & Forman LLP

• In general, legal hold notices are not discoverable because they
constitute attorney-client privileged communications and contain
material protected from disclosure under the work product doctrine.

• In U.S. ex rel v. Barko, the federal district court reached what it
acknowledged was the “opposite conclusion” of most courts when it
ordered the production of the defendants’ hold notices. No. 1:05-cv-
1276, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 162680 (D.D.C. Nov. 20, 2014)

• Notices sent to large number of employees (beyond the “need to know” group)
and no limiting language not to discuss with others (in fact, direction to discuss
with others who may have relevant information)

• Work product doctrine not applicable
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ESI Portability

© 2021 Burr & Forman LLP

• Transferability of Electronic Stored Information (ESI) amongst source

media can lead to discoverable ESI being stored in various locations such

as on databases, network servers, computer systems, desktop and laptop

computers, cell phones, tablets, the cloud, and backup and archival

media.

• As a result, once the duty to preserve is triggered, organizations must

suspend document destruction and be sure to identify all source media

containing potential relevant information for litigation.

• Preserving Metadata
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ESI Missteps

© 2021 Burr & Forman LLP

• In GN Netcom, Inc. v. Plantronics, Inc., 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 93299 (D.

Del. July 12, 2016) the employer issued multiple ESI litigation holds,

conducted training sessions to ensure compliance with these holds,

issued quarterly reminders to key custodians requiring acknowledgment

of compliance with the holds, and promptly responded to lost emails.

• The company was subsequently sanctioned $3 million dollars for

spoliation of ESI.

•What went wrong?
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ESI Missteps

© 2021 Burr & Forman LLP

• In CrossFit, Inc. v. Nat'l Strength & Conditioning Ass'n, 2019 WL

6527951 (S.D. Cal. Dec. 4, 2019) the defendant failed to issue a

litigation hold for four years after the inception of the lawsuit and

failed to modify its Microsoft Exchange default settings for email

retention.

• The court approved a sanction of $3,997,868.66, plus any additional

fees that plaintiff presents evidence to support after the conclusion of

the hearing, as a result of defendant’s bad faith and willful conduct in

waiting so long to institute a litigation hold.
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ESI Missteps

© 2021 Burr & Forman LLP

• In Blumenthal Distrib., Inc. v. Herman Miller, Inc., 2018 WL 6816106

(C.D. Cal. Feb. 26, 2018) the plaintiff failed to search employees’ hard

drives and failed to institute a litigation hold. As a result, evidence was

destroyed.

• The court approved a sanction of $264,436.26 in attorneys’ fees and

costs for the time defendant spent preparing for and filing its motion

for sanctions.
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ESI Missteps

© 2021 Burr & Forman LLP

• In Optrics Inc. v. Barracuda Networks Inc., 2021 WL 411349 (N.D. Cal.

Feb. 4, 2021) the plaintiff failed to issue a litigation hold, failed to

archive emails for longer than 30 days, and initially appointed its own

employees to collect e-discovery for production.

• Since the parties ultimately settled the case, the court deemed

monetary sanctions of $202,035.00 the best remedy for defendant.
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The Advisory Committee notes on Rule 37(e)…

© 2021 Burr & Forman LLP

• Perfection in preserving all relevant electronically stored information is not

required.

• The routine, good-faith operation of an electronic information system is a

relevant factor in evaluating whether a party failed to take reasonable steps to

preserve lost information.

• Courts should be sensitive to the party’s sophistication with regard to litigation

in evaluating preservation efforts.

• Information may be lost despite the party’s reasonable steps to preserve (e.g.,

flood, a “cloud” service may fail) but courts should consider what steps the

preserving party could reasonably have taken to prepare for the problem before

it occurred.

• Courts should consider proportionality in analyzing what are reasonable steps.



CREATING AND IMPLEMENTING 
LITIGATION HOLDS IN  

EMPLOYMENT LITIGATION
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What Is A Litigation  
Readiness And Document 
Preservation Plan?

Written manual of policies and 
procedures to be followed  
whenever a data preservation  
triggering event occurs
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• Reduce risk by proactively

working to avoid spoliation

of data and potential

sanctions

• Reduce cost

• Leverage both evidence and

work product across

multiple cases, and multiple

outside counsel

• Document the Company’s IT

Systems and Data Recycling

Protocols to drive

consistency

Why Have A Litigation ReadinessPlan?
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Elements Of Litigation Readiness Plan

▪ Document Retention
Policies (including Back-up)

▪ Legal Hold Standard
Operating Procedure

▪ Customizable Litigation Hold
Letter

▪ Notice of Release of
Litigation Hold

20



Audit Retention Obligations
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▪ Identify preservation obligations

▪ Assess pending and typical litigations (or
investigations) and standing retention obligations
based on the federal, state, and local regulations
applicable to the business

▪ California employment records must be retained
for three years after termination



▪Types

▪Sources

▪Location

Create A Data Map

22



Create Data Retention Policies
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• Document Retention Policy Covering Electronic Data

• Source and Location

• Documents to Be Kept

• Retention Schedule

• Data Map

• Destruction Policy

• Back-up Media Retention Policies



▪ Why necessary

▪ What to preserve

▪ Instruction

▪ Scope

▪ Mandatory preservation

▪ Confidentiality

▪ Additional custodians

▪ Duration

▪ Contact

▪ Acknowledgement

Contents Of Customizable 
Litigation Hold Letter

24
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Contents of Litigation Hold Letter in  
Employment Class Actions

  documents) referring or relating to the personnel records of Plaintiff.
▪ All documents (including but not limited to any investigatory

     and any advice or instruction regarding working “off the clock”; and
      regarding when employees are instructed or permitted to clock in

     and payment for overtime hours, including any instructions
     breaks, scheduling and taking of rest breaks, and the recording of 
     submission of  hours worked, the notification of rights related to rest

      Company’s uniforms, the payment of wages, the recording and 
      regarding the usage of time clocks,  “donning” and “doffing” of
  procedures, agreements, employee discipline or communications 

▪ All documents referring or relating to Company’s policies, practices,

  duties and responsibilities of all hourly, non-exempt employees;
▪ All documents referring or relating to the titles, job descriptions, job



TYPES OF MATERIALS TO RETAIN
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The requirement to retain information applies to ALL types of written, 

printed, and other materials including: memos, correspondence,  

spreadsheets, PowerPoints, reports, handwritten notes, drafts, sales  

forms, files, calendars, appointment books, audio and video tapes,  

voice files, and diaries for the categories described above. You must  

also retain (and not delete) electronically stored information, including 

electronic documents (MSWord, PowerPoints), computerized 

calendars, email messages and anything else stored on your computer  

or company network. If you create documents, including memos,  

letters, and spreadsheets, that are relevant to the subject matter of this  

Notice, you should save major revisions as new documents so prior 

drafts are preserved.



E-mail messages in your in-box, sent mail and folders will

be collected centrally (but you should not delete them).

Central recovery of e-mail notwithstanding, for e-mail

messages that currently exist or that you create or receive

in the future, if they are covered by this Notice, you must

create a folder in your e-mail called “XYZ Litigation

Matter” and move (save) each message covered by this

Notice to that folder.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR E-MAIL
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Confirm that policies are  
being followed, identify any  
additional custodians or  
sources of information, and  
re-evaluate potential date  
ranges and keywords

Ensure Policies Are Being Followed

28



Notice Of Release of Litigation Hold

▪ State the extent of the
hold that is being lifted

▪ Identify steps
custodians, IT staff and
Human Resources
employees can take to
resume the normal
course of business

29



Tracking Of Hold Status
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• Track, monitor and document

implementation of litigation hold to ensure

defensibility in subsequent proceedings

• Use litigation hold software to facilitate this

process



▪ Create team of people who
will keep the ESI catalog up to
date and who will be prepared
to assist in implementing
document holds and
producing discovery

▪ Be sure to train the response
team

Discovery Response Team

31



Evolution of Spoliation Sanctions and Rule 37(E)
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What is ESI?

• ESI entails any information requiring the use of

computer hardware and software and can take

the form of:

• emails

• word processing documents

• images

• web pages

• text messages

• recordings

• voicemail messages

• social media postings etc.

© 2021 Burr & Forman LLP
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2015 Amendment

© 2021 Burr & Forman LLP

• The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules observed that, then current, FRCP

Rule 37(e) operated as a safe harbor and had become insufficient to

oversee ESI compliance due to the velocity of ESI growth.

• In 2015, FRCP 37(e) was amended to address the exponential growth of ESI

and provide a cohesive approach for imposing sanctions and curative

measures.

•National uniformity now exists in the federal courts for determining

spoliation disputes of ESI. This matters because the former Rule 37(e)’s

imprecise language permitted courts to apply different standards for

analyzing ESI spoliation sanctions resulting in inconsistent and sometimes

unfair results.
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FRCP 37(e) as Amended

© 2021 Burr & Forman LLP

• The new Rule 37(e) provides:

• If electronically stored information that should have been preserved in the

anticipation or conduct of litigation is lost because a party failed to take

reasonable steps to preserve it, and it cannot be restored or replaced through

additional discovery, the court:

(1) upon finding prejudice to another party from loss of the information, may order

measures no greater than necessary to cure the prejudice; or

(2) only upon finding that the party acted with the intent to deprive another party

of the information’s use in the litigation may:

(A) presume that the lost information was unfavorable to the party;

(B) instruct the jury that it may or must presume the information was

unfavorable to the party; or

(C) dismiss the action or enter a default judgment
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Step 1

© 2021 Burr & Forman LLP

• To start, in determining whether sanctions are appropriate, a court

must first find four predicate elements:

(a) the existence of ESI of a type that should have been preserved;

(b) ESI is lost;

(c)the loss results from a party's failure to take reasonable steps to

preserve it; and

(d) ESI cannot be restored or replaced through additional discovery.
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Step 2

© 2021 Burr & Forman LLP

• If the court finds the four predicate elements satisfied, the court

determines sanctions if there is prejudice.

• Level one sanctions are measures “no greater than necessary to cure

the prejudice.”

• If, and only if, the court finds the party that caused the loss "acted with

the intent to deprive another party of the information's use in the

litigation" it can impose more severe level II sanctions

• Severe sanctions under Rule 37 now require specific intent – “acted

with the intent to deprive another party of the information’s use in the

litigation” – and severe sanctions are not available for negligent or

even grossly negligent conduct.
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No Bad Intent

© 2021 Burr & Forman LLP

• If no bad intent, Court can only order measures “no greater than

necessary to cure the prejudice,” which could include:

• forbidding the party that failed to preserve information from putting

on certain evidence;

• permitting the parties to present evidence and argument to the jury

regarding the loss of information; and

• giving the jury instructions to assist in its evaluation of such evidence

or argument, other an adverse jury instructions.
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Bad Intent

© 2021 Burr & Forman LLP

• If bad intent, the Court can:

• Dismiss the case,

• Enter default judgment, or

•“instruct[ing] the jury that it may or must presume information was  

unfavorable to the party.”
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Inherent Authority

© 2021 Burr & Forman LLP

• The Advisory Committee notes seemingly forbid a court from relying

on its inherent authority to sanction for spoliation of ESI by stating the

new Rules "forecloses reliance on inherent authority or state law to

determine when certain measures should be used”.

• A magistrate judge in New York found, that despite what the

Committee notes state, courts retain the inherent authority to remedy

spoliation of ESI because sanctions would be available under the

court's inherent authority even if Rule 37(e) did not apply. Cat3, LLC v.

Black Lineage, Inc., 164 F. Supp. 3d 488 (S.D.N.Y. 2016).



DEFENDING  

AGAINST  

SPOLIATION 

MOTIONS
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• Destruction or significant

alteration of evidence,

or failure to preserve

evidence, in pending or

reasonably foreseeable

litigation.

Spoliation Defined

42



Mitigating Likelihood of Facing 

Spoliation Allegations

Have a comprehensive
strategy for managing
litigation holds.

Ensure that relevant  
data is preserved in its 
original form.
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(1)Duty to preserve when evidence was destroyed or
altered;

(2)the destruction or loss was accompanied by a
“culpable state of mind;” and

(3)the evidence that was destroyed or altered was
“relevant” to the claims or defenses of the other
party.
See Apple Inc. v. Samsung Elecs. Co., 888 F.Supp.2d. 976, 989 (N.D. Cal.  
2012); Beaven v. United States DOJ, 622 F.3d 540, 553 (6th Cir. Ky. 2010);  
Residential Funding Corp. v. DeGeorge Fin. Corp., 306 F.3d 99, 107 (2d Cir. 
2002).

44

Most Circuits apply the following standard:



▪ Jury Instruction

▪ Exclude witness testimony

▪ Dismiss the claim

Remedies In Federal Courts:
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Required Level Of Culpability Varies 
For Each Type of Remedy
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▪ No uniform definition across Circuit Courts

▪ In the Ninth Circuit, bad faith is not required to
award sanctions. In re Napster, 462 F. Supp. 2d
1060, 1066 (N. D. Cal. 2006).

▪ “A party’s motive or degree of fault in
destroying evidence is relevant to what
sanction, if any, is imposed.” Id.

▪ The Courts “impose the ‘least onerous sanction’
given the extent of the offending party’s fault
and prejudice to the opposing party.” Id.



▪ Litigation hold implemented?

▪ Court order or agreement regarding preservation of
evidence?

▪ Evidence destroyed according to evidence retention
policy?

▪ Retention policy instituted in bad faith?

▪ Destruction with actual knowledge of its relevance?

47

Evidence Of Intent



Evidence Of Intent, Cont’d
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▪ Would a reasonable party have preserved?

▪ Evidence analyzed or handpicked before
destruction?

▪ Similar lawsuits involving the same evidence?
Future litigation foreseeable?

▪ Size of the organization?

▪ Prior finding of spoliation?



• Showing of prejudice is necessary to give

adverse inference instruction; negligent

destruction alone is not sufficient. See Best

Payphones, Inc. v. New York, 2016 WL

792396 (E.D.N.Y 2016); Snider v. Danfoss,

LLC, 15 CV 4748, 2017 WL 2973464 (N.D.

Ill. July 12, 2017).

• Can the evidence be reconstructed?

No Harm, No Foul
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Questions?

Ayse Kent  

ayse@aklaw.co

+1 (415) 638-9471

Matthew Scully

mscully@burr.com

+1 (205) 458-5321
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